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Directorate of Special Examinations and Inquiries
Department of National Defense
National Defense Headquarters Carling Campus
60 Moodie Drive,
Ottawa, ON K2H 8G1
ido-bdi@forces.gc.ca

Office of Integrity Commissioner of Canada
60 Queen Street, 4th Floor
Ottawa, Ontario  K1P 5Y7
communications@psic-ispc.gc.ca
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To all addressed parties
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I recently wrote to several members of the Canadian government and public service sector of
Canada. I indicated that the Crown in Canada was facilitating treason, which it is, however, I
was still quite confused about how particular clandestine orders were actually operating in
Canada.

I’m attempting to be clear with a correction that the Masonic fraternity and the Roman Catholic
Church are inherently opposed to one another and are in no way related to one another. When I
last spoke to the matter of clandestine orders infiltrating the Canadian government, I was
confusing the Masonic Knights Templar degree of Malta with the Catholic order of Malta. I most
sincerely apologize for any confusion that this may have caused the addressed parties.

I also feel that I was being vague and somewhat inaccurate by making the statement that
Queen Elizabeth II is not the Crown. Although, technically, Elizabeth Windsor is the Crown,
there are other technicalities involved whereby the Crown can’t make decisions without the
advice and consent of other parties. To me, this means that the Crown is controlled by entities
beyond that of Elizabeth Windsor, like a shadow government. The Canada.ca website informs
us that;

“In today's constitutional monarchy, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II is Queen of Canada and
Canada's Head of State. She is the personal embodiment of the Crown in Canada.

In Canada’s system of government, the power to govern is vested in the Crown but is entrusted
to the government to exercise on behalf and in the interest of the people. The Crown reminds
the government of the day that the source of the power to govern rests elsewhere and that it is
only given to them for a limited duration.”
https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/services/crown-canada/about.html

Those statements made about the Crown do seem to separate the Crown from Elizabeth
Windsor and further informs the people of Canada, in a very threatening way, that their
sovereignty has been usurped by the Crown. But what or who is the Crown, exactly? That’s
what I’ve been attempting to nail down in my research and still, a solid answer eludes me.

The people of Canada have to seriously inquire into the status of the Crown - who or what is it?
How does it get its authority to govern? Why is the Crown, itself, so obscure?

Wikipedia informs us that Queen Elizabeth II is the natural person and the Crown is the legal
person of Elizabeth Windsor.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Crown

Yet, the Supreme Court of Canada says, in an unbelievably arrogant way, that legal vs. natural
persons is considered to be pseudo-law to which it refuses to respond.
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https://www.canlii.org/en/commentary/doc/2020CanLIIDocs498#!fragment//BQCwhgziBcwMYgK
4DsDWszIQewE4BUBTADwBdoByCgSgBpltTCIBFRQ3AT0otokLC4EbDtyp8BQkAGU8pAELcA
SgFEAMioBqAQQByAYRW1SYAEbRS2ONWpA

So which is it, I wonder? Is the Crown an illegitimate entity or is the SCC incorrectly interpreting
pseudo-law and thereby subsequently oppressing the rights of the people of Canada?

At any rate, I believe that I was missing a key piece of information as I performed the research
that led to my last communication to the addressed parties. I didn’t understand that the social
persecution and political repression of the people of Canada was religiously oriented. Once I
understood that the people who are behind the system of nobility and these varying clandestine
entities that act as shadow governments in Canada, were claimants of biblical lineage, I gained
far more clarity about how and why the out of control corruption is actually operating in the
world..

I didn’t yet understand the history of the actual development of North America and how the
presbyterians and other radical protestants came to America, as rebels from the law, to start
plantations and the system of slavery so that they could build a nation, rivalling the European
powers that they so adamantly oppose. I wasn’t yet aware that it’s biblical bloodlines vying for
power through the system of so-called nobility while using clandestine orders as shadow
governments to control legal world governments. I guess I was refusing to accept the notion that
the United States of America is and always has been trying to take over Canada and the world.

I was failing to acknowledge that the people who are facilitating global corruption, are warring
among each other for their place in the hierarchy of the new world order that they’re collectively
bringing about in the name of Yahweh. Now, I consider that perhaps these bible tribes aren’t
warring, afterall, but working together, instead, to accomplish an end goal. Whatever the case,
it’s difficult to put the actual history together when fraternities like Freemasonry claim to be
neither political or religious but, in the end, that’s all that their secret mission has ever been truly
about.

Freemasonry has used the esoteric aspect as a cover and as a reason to explain its existence
but even that seems to be a scam as many of the Freemasons that I encounter seem
completely ignorant to the grace of salvation and remain obviously unenlightened. As far as I
can tell, the masonic institution is a grand deception and an epic fraud that has so profoundly
misled the people of Canada about its primary objectives.

The Masons and Shriners have been entrusted to run children’s hospitals and charities with next
to no public accountability for years. I don’t get how the public can be so blind to these strange
men and their weird rituals working around children with no questions asked. When children get
hurt, it gets covered up. It’s a sick cycle that’s coming to end real quick here in Canada. Enough
is enough, damn it all!
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And, at the same time, the Roman Catholic Church, an equally criminal institution, operating in
Canada, doing all of the harm that it does, and again, with hardly any accountability. It’s got to
stop!.

As far as churches go, it seems that the protestant churches have managed, for the most part,
to keep themselves out of the public eye for the role they played in the actual history of the
development of the North American continent and ensuing campaigns of genocide, crimes
agaisnt humanity religious tyranny and policital repression. The people of Canada will soon
understand that so many of the wars on this planet and subsequent continuous human suffering
have been occurring throughout human history because biblical tyrants believe that they are the
‘chosen people’ of yahweh, a murderous, hateful god, establishing his kingdom here on earth.

Whie the Roman Catholic Church and the Protestant churches are inherently opposed to one
another, both are criminal organizations in their own right and so are the clandestine orders
attached to them. For starters, both entities purport the Abrahmic religions, inherent racism,
sexism and classism which lead to serious human rights concerns. Beyond that, these entities
operate within the system of secret, alleged nobility, discriminating against world inhabitants
who are not of the Israelite bloodline or heritage.

According to the Canadian system of human rights, these organizations can not exist, much
less operate in Canada, especially on the taxpayer dime and with such absent public oversight
and accountability for clandestine agents. These organizations stand in opposition of the
established laws and the human rights code of Canada and the subsequent human rights codes
of the various provinces and territories. I’ve currently raised this matter in a current application
that I have before the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal. Instead of doing the right things, the
HRTO is actually attempting to dispose of the application. The HRTO is being malicious and
vexatious. Still, the paper trail will be quite telling in that particular matter.

The tyranny that the people of Canada are experiencing at at this time stems from religious
discrimination, resulting in oppression and political repression.  The Roman Catholic Church
and its various orders such as the Sovereign Military Order of Malta, orders of St. John, and so
on are undeniably oppressing the people of Canada at this time. On the other hand, the
Protestant church and its various orders, such as the Orange order, the fraternity of
Freemasonry, and what have you, are just as complicit in the oppression of the Canadian
people.

Then we have groups like the United Empire Loyalists who once fought for the defense of
Canada against the Americans but, alas, it seems the U.E.L’s took their perks, made their quaint
lives and abandoned their original cause. Still, the U.E.L’s seem to have clandestine influence
over municipal governments in some ways, weaving in and through other orders at the same
time.

The point is, whenever there’s an elected government operating the way it should, some
clandestine organization weasels its way in somehow to corrupt it. We have an election process
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for a reason and to have clandestine organizations constantly usurping that system is a real
problem. When people are elected to positions of trust and power, or governed by a code of
ethics in their professional duties, they must not act with a conflict of interest, which far too many
of them are. It’s up to the people of Canada to weed out these clandestine agents and to hold
their feet to fire, so to speak, by enforcing codes of ethics/conduct and conflict of interest
legislation for professional service providers and public servants. .

A professional service provider, bound to a code of ethics, can not be in service to a criminal
organization and uphold their code of ethics/conduct at the same time. In the same way, as far
as oaths and obligations go, a person can not serve two masters. Therefore, it’s up to the
people of Canada to determine which master their public servants and ethically bound
professionals are actually in service to. .

When I last wrote to the addressed parties, I was incorrect in some of the assertions that I had
made. I believe that I have cleared those matters up with this particular notice. Further, the
reader can find subsequent clarification through the following link and subsequent related
information, on the homepage of the Holisticus International website.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w9btIOa-Kdti76Cp1GQw2wZiUwKd7t2H/view?usp=sharing

I didn’t receive a response from any of the addressed parties when I sent former
correspondence and I certainly don't expect one now. I understand that corrupt parties can’t
possibly respond to the truth. Still, it’d be nice to receive a response from any of the addressees
should any one of them decide to act with one shred of integrity.

At any rate,I just wanted to update the public record, and make sure everyone’s on the same
page as the campaign to clean up the corruption in Canada continues to move forward.

I reported very serious allegations to the Integrity Commissioner of Canada, the Military Provost
Marshal, the Judge Advocate General, the Directorate of Special Examinations and Inquiries,
Health Canada and the Public Health Agency of Canada, the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities, the Council of Canadian Premiers, the Canadian Bar Association, the Federation
of Law Societies Canada, the Canadian Judicial Council, my own municipal council (Prince
Edward County) and the Ontario Human Rights Tribunal.

Beyond the vexatious response I’ve received from the Human Rights Tribunal, not one of these
parties responded to me.

It’s just like when I informed the Ontario Provincial Police, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
the Ontario Crown Attorney, the Ontario Attorney General, Todd Smith - Provincial Minister and
MPP for Bay of Quinte, that a criminal network was operating in my hometown and that the
network was responsible for child trafficking, serious child abuse and a cover up of such, and
none of those parties responded to my serious allegations, either.
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By not responding, those parties enabled William Sweet, the former Executive Director of the
now defunct Prince Edward County Children's Aid Society, to beat the 20 criminal charges that
he was rightfully facing for failing to protect children who were sexually abused in the foster care
system on his watch. Inaction also thwarted a network of people who were in collusion with
Wiliam Sweet to get away with their crimes, too. The courts ended up excusing William Sweet’s
crimes, claiming that he didn’t know about the abuse until it was too late, which is an outright lie.
Justice Stephen Hunter more or less praised William Sweet while justifying his criminal
behavior. It was so disgusting!

At any rate, I know what it means when parties don’t respond to serious allegations. I’ve been
there and I’ve certainly done that, far too many times! Now that we’re at the end of the line
where with the most important agencies in Canada failing to respond to incredibly serious
allegations of genocide, treason and crimes against humanity, religous persectuion and political
repression, I’d say Canada is in serious trouble as a country and the people of Canada, as a
result, are in peril!

I feel that there is little recourse now but to respond at the local levels of government, removing
corrupt agents, one by one. I personally plan to continue working with my community to restore
good government and when all communities in Canada take this action, the effects will trickle up
to the provincial and federal governments. Soon enough, the global pyramid will come crashing
down as it gets disassembled, brick by brick, as community by community in Canada takes
action against clandestine agents in their municipal governments.

At this point, I'll report my concerns now to the Public Safety Minister of Canada, the Integrity
Commissioner for my municipality and my local police services board. From there, I’ll continue
with my initiatives to restore good government in my own community while implementing ways
to keep the people of my community connected, provided for and safe from religious
persecution and resulting global tyranny that is now reaching into every community throughout
Canada.

If the global tyrants think that they have Canada politically locked down, they can think again.
No contract is valid when it’s made in the absence of clean hands. None of the tyrants seeking
to rule over Canada or its people are acting with clean hands. Anyone seeking equity must do
equity and the government is not doing equity with the people of Canada, by any means. All
contracts between the people of Canada or on behalf of the people of Canada and the lying,
deceitful Crown are valid and this includes debt and any obligation to the tyrannical United
Nations. Period!

In closing, I’d like to summarize that the tyranny that is being experienced in Canada stems from
a biblical bloodline that claims to be the chosen people of yahweh. These yahweh lovers built
themselves a system of nobility that they’ve been controlling most countries throughout the
world through. Clandestine orders attached to this system of yahweh worship act as shadow
governments. The system of nobility keeps the so-called elite on a privileged perch while they
live off the blood, sweat and tears of those that they refer to as peasants or commoners.
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It’s through this system of nobility that the Abrahamic religions have dominated the whole planet
and by which the deception that Jesus, the teacher and healer, warned about has finally
surfaced in the world. These allegedly chosen people of yahweh believe that they have the right
to judge mankind and to bring about a religious world order based on the covenants made
between their bloodline and their god yahweh. I don’t consent to the terms of those covenants
and I don’t think most of the world will either.

Once the people of Canada and of the world realize the religious control behind this global
tyranny, the push back and adoration for Jesus and his teachings will become unstoppable.
What will the tyrants do then? Murder us all as they did Jesus? I mean what’s left for them to do
at this point? The writing is on the wall that tyranny will only increase to the point where the
execution of the people of the world will occur outright and in plain sight, according to the laws
being established under the global government, in-line with the old testament covenants of the
bible.

The people have no choice but to push back against the tyranny at this point, not only in
Canada but throughout the world.

We’ve reached a point where the wheat is being separated from the chaff, so to speak. I caution
public servants to act with integrity and to govern themselves accordingly as the corruption
removal process continues to unfold throughout Canada.

Not receiving a reply to my last submission from any of the addressed parties is very
concerning. It tells me that the parties are in collusion by failing to respond together, at the same
time, to the same issues, which simply Isn’t acceptable. The parties have silently acquiesced to
my allegations which should concern every person in Canada, from my perspective.

If there is no response to this particular correspondence within 15 days, the addressed parties
will be considered to be in collusion, silently acquiescing to the allegations herein and
subsequently accepting the statements made in the attached and previous notice from myself.
Further, the parties will be considered to be an enemy to the people of Canada and announced
to the people of Canada as such, over time, through formal public notices issued by Holisticus
International.

With that said, hopefully the parties consider affording a dignified response to the incredibly
serious accusations made herein and in previous correspondence.

Thank you for your time and consideration.  .

Sincerely,
Brenda Everall
brendaeverall@gmail.com
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